Homer’s Ogygia: An Imaginary or a Historiography?

By John Vella*

Epic poetry and legends are thought to be imaginary. Studies and science show that they may have a basis in history, yet the study of places-names – toponomy – supported by a multi-disciplinary approach provides sufficient tangible evidence as to enable the tracing of unwritten historic events and the description of forgotten contexts. In this paper, the researcher will conduct an analysis of Homer’s Ogygia, its character Calypso, and the events mentioned in the text. These factors provide enough details to classify and transform the perception of an imaginary story into a fact-based historic account – an early form of historiography – set on the island of Gozo-Malta.

Introduction

The author’s earlier research has argued that toponyms and associated legends backed by tangible evidence are silent witnesses to an unwritten history.¹ This study departs from imaginaries instigated by ancient Greek epic poetry and a toponym. Homer’s Odyssey is the earliest written reference to the Maltese Islands. For centuries, the Iliad and its narrative of the aftermath of the Trojan War were considered fictional, but archaeology has proven otherwise. Though epic poetry has led to contrasting discussions, this study hopes to inspire historians and historiographers to revolutionise the interpretation of historic imaginary intangibles. The study provides a paradigm for the inclusion of both tangible and intangible factors in the construction of a more realistic narrative of the remote past.

Toponym Definitions

The term toponym is not restricted to the lexicographic definition as "a place name, especially one derived from a topographical feature".² The author expands toponymy to include place-names derived from practices, functions, persons and historic events, rather than solely geographical or

---
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topographical features. The study of unwritten historic events can be inspired by what is considered as imaginaries born out of toponyms, tied to legend, folksong, habits and other long-standing evidence, and analysed through a multi-perspective approach.

Methodology

The multi-disciplinary approach applied to toponyms attempts to identify different sources which together lead to a common occurrence. Evidence is searched among both tangible and intangible sources, such as epic poetry, legend, toponyms, language, written documents, pictography and astronomy.

The approach in this study is to analyse two toponyms: "Ġgantija" as an item of intangible evidence used by the local community and "Ogygia" as an intangible record in Homer’s Greek epic poetry. A third written source that is analysed in this study is the Bible, as a historic record of Eastern Mediterranean cultures contemporary to the events recounted in the Odyssey.

Homer’s epic poetry was considered as a record that preserved ancient local legends, communicated orally but undocumented before. Toponyms and legends preserve memories and local histories, but they have lost the connection between them and have survived independently and disjointedly. While local legend and toponyms provide tangible and intangible forms of evidence, epic poetry provides written tangible evidence as a form of ancient historiography. When these intangibles and tangibles are brought together, they provide for and become themselves "tangible evidence" of history, or better, of an unwritten history.

Analysis

Dating and Contextualisation of Events

Homer wrote his epics around 762 BC (±50 years). Scientific research and archaeology maintain that the Odyssey took place around 1188-1178 BCE while the Iliad (Trojan War) occurred between the 13th and 12th

3. In this study the author followed the definition proposed by Joshua Nash, "Insular Toponyms: Pristine place-naming on Norfolk Island, South Pacific and Dudley Peninsula, Kangaroo Island, South Australia" (PhD diss., University of Adelaide, Australia, 2011), 77-78.
4. Vella, "Thalassic imaginaries: silent witnesses to (an) unwritten history".
5. Ibid.
century BC. Their age preceded the rise of ancient Greek civilisation but witnessed the spread of Phoenician trading colonies. Based on astronomical indications within the text, Ulysses’s stay on Ogygia dates to around 2300 BC. During this particular period (2300 < 1178 BC) the Maltese Islands and southern Sicily were transitioning from the Bronze Age to Classical Antiquity. Until c.2000 BC, the Maltese islands formed one land mass, including the islet of Filfla and another island that is now submerged. Little is known about the islands at that age.

This study maintains that in the Iliad, Homer documented an unwritten history which had happened at least three centuries before his birth and which was part of an oral tradition for generations. Among writers of early maritime cultures, contact with the outside world inspired awe and stories were retold to the younger generations. Maritime adventures, irrespective of whether they had a good or a bad ending, were more likely to become oral traditions than everyday events.

Epic Poetry: Homer’s Odyssey and Gozo

Similarities are noted in the length and fate of the voyages of both Ulysses and St Paul. Both end shipwrecked on the northern coast of the Maltese Islands, and both see no land during their voyage. Documented experiences of navigators of antiquity, classical or early mediaeval times may be of invaluable aid to researchers in ancient sea routes.

Ulysses’s southbound voyage through the Straits of Messina led him to his shipwreck off Gozo. He was the only survivor. Sailing close to the north-eastern Gozitan coast, Ulysses attempted to disembark at a visibly safe landing-place, presumably close to what is now the bay of Ramla l-Ħamra [lit. Red Bay]. One should remember that in those far-off years the coastline was extended further offshore in areas that are now covered by the sea. Calypso’s Cave was formerly hidden by large trees but now deforested overlooks this bay. Homer’s description of the Gozitan landscape

---

14. Murray, Homer - The Odyssey, Book V: 63-64.
depicts a wooded and fertile land with an abundance of honey, good food and fruit: a description which conforms with later descriptions of Gozo.

Homer’s description of Ogygia is found in the *Odyssey*. The local character around which the narrative revolves is Calypso, which in Greek literally translates into "coverage, treatment" or "she that conceals". Calypso may not have been her actual name or what she was locally called, but a name attributed to her Odysseian role, a name intended to define her social function on the island. Homer describes her as a goddess, an immortal and a nymph, but an analysis of the narrative reveals that she was no common woman in ancient Gozitan-Maltese society.

Apart from her natural beauty, her attire, behaviour and actions indicate that she occupied a high position of authority which demanded respect at both civil and spiritual levels. She was skilled, had a good relationship with the community and was respected even in other areas of Gozo-Malta. We may think of her as having been a sovereign and a high priestess acting as the head of a then matriarchal society.

The name "Calypso" itself, as adopted by Homer, Ulysses or those who experienced the Odyssey themselves, is indicative of a person whose role in ancient society was that of "one who conceals". Her function within the spiritual realm may have been that of an oracle, one who kept concealing from Ulysses what she knew through her practices. She protected and accommodated, providing a hiding place or shelter to those who needed it. The characteristic of hospitality, rather than hostility, is commonly attributed to the Mediterranean communities, as was the case with the mythical island of Ogygia or Gozo-Malta.

Homer mentions Ogygia as the island of Calypso, but gives no direct description of the island’s community. He speaks about trees and abundant vegetation, honey and fruit present on the island, which indicates the presence of an industrious rural community. Homer presents Calypso as a

21. Mohamed Tozy, "The Mediterranean between popular Imaginary and Realities". The fact that Ulysses spent eight years on the Island of Ogygia is indicative of a relationship which grew and developed into something more than an acquaintanceship. Certainly in this time-span Ulysses got to know much more about Calypso’s astronomical practices and roles in her society. This therefore clears many of the doubts about the toponym given to and mentioned in narratives about the island of Gozo-Malta at that time and what happened in that insular society.
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hard-working loom-weaver.\textsuperscript{23} The weaving of Ulysses’s new clothes\textsuperscript{24} and sails\textsuperscript{25} are evidence of the presence of loom-weavers on the Island.\textsuperscript{26} Loom-weaving, especially of a sacking-type cloth called "xoqqa", is still synonymous with Gozo.

The practice of weaving may be considered as a pastime adopted by Calypso, but useful to meet necessities and for trading. Homer recounts that Calypso used to sing rhymes while weaving in her cave.\textsuperscript{27} This reminds us of g\textipa{\textshak{hana}}, the ancient genre of folk-singing, a traditional pastime practised by Gozitan and Maltese women while they were busy making the traditional b\textipa{\textshak{izzilla}} (bobbin lacework) or doing some other task. Both g\textipa{\textshak{hana}} and b\textipa{\textshak{izzilla}} have survived to the present day, albeit now practised mainly for touristic purposes. Homer notes that Calypso felt alone on the island.\textsuperscript{28} She must have felt isolated if the population was sparse and few people visited Ogygia. As Gozo-Malta gained strategic importance in terms of maritime traffic, it is not excluded that in cases of misfortune or necessity mariners sought help or refuge on the island.

It is therefore reasonable to assume that communities on Gozo-Malta would develop maritime services and facilities. The availability of wood fit for shipbuilding is mentioned. Calypso took Ulysses to fetch wood for the building of his vessel. Above all, Calypso brought Ulysses a bronze axe sharpened on both sides to cut down trees and to plane the wood; a polished adze; augers to bore the wood; a tool for hammering pegs and mortices; woven sails; and all that was necessary to build and complete a sea-vessel fit for a long voyage.\textsuperscript{29} The availability of specific tools and paraphernalia provides evidence of a community which could build sea-vessels and provide them with the necessary maritime items.

Homer’s narrative in this case presents more detail than in the case of St Paul’s departure from Malta in 61AD, when the vessel was provided and loaded with necessaria for the voyage.\textsuperscript{30} It is not improbable that Calypso knew well the trades and crafts available on the island. Her social standing as a person of authority facilitated access to that. Coupled with Calypso’s own knowledge of the locality, eight years on a small island was sufficient time for Ulysses to get to know the island and its inhabitants.

Homer’s extract saying that Calypso took Ulysses to the island’s borders means that she took him to the southernmost part of the island to procure dried wood and find crafts persons who could help him construct the vessel he required. Another possibility is that Ulysses met people who navigated on routes to and from his own land to the island and planned his departure with them. Though the epic states that Ulysses sailed away alone
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– a way of presenting him as a hero – it is quite improbable, as at the start of the Archaic Period (8th century BC), ancient Greek communities started navigating in the western Mediterranean for trade and establishing colonies along the southern Sicilian coast. However the wicker fence along the sheer strake suggests that Ulysses built his ship on the design of Phoenician cargo-ships. This feature indicates that at the time of the Odyssey, the island was already significantly Phoenician. Though details about life on Gozo became first known thanks to the documents written in the Roman era, it was in the works of later authors or historiographers, such as Agius de Soldanis, that specific details became known.

Gozitan Historiography: Agius de Soldanis

Agius de Soldanis sustains that both Calypso and Ogygia are references related to Gozo, but was reluctant to discuss this topic further. He justifies his stance by stating that his objective dealt with history and not imaginary epic poetry. Yet, for the entire pages he speaks about giants who inhabited Gozo. He attempts to define and interpret "giants" in the Gozitan context, but he acknowledges the difficulty of having lack of evidence. He begins by revealing the information he had collected and what others had said about these "giants". Agius de Soldanis, in accordance with other authors whom he did not identify, states that "giants" is not a reference to huge persons but to real people who were very strong and hardy.

Taking his cue from the biblical narrative, Agius de Soldanis compares the legend of the giants on Gozo to the "nephilim", a race which existed before the great flood, but who in the post-deluge years settled on islands, among which was Gozo. Subsequently he corroborates Aristotle’s argument that these "giants" were the Cyclops who inhabited caves and underground spaces, and built towers with large stones. Agius de Soldanis attributes megalithic structures to these legendary "giants" and mentions remains that include Ix-Xagħra tal-Għażzenin [the uncultivated land of the lazy], known as Ġgantija [of the Giant], which at that time was referred to as the "Torre dei Giganti" [Giants’ Tower]. Contemporarily, a similar reference to the legend about giants comes from Gravius observed two megalithic

31. Murray, Homer - The Odyssey, Book V: lines 256-257.
32. Though previous studies maintain that the Maltese islands became Phoenician after 900BC the Odyssey indicates otherwise and is evidence of Phoenician presence from at least the 12th century BC.
35. The denomination of "giants’ tower" is also reported in Antonio Annetto Caruana, Report on the Phoenician and Roman Antiquities in the Group of the Islands of Malta (Malta: Government Printing Press, 1862), 7.
36. J. G., Gravius, Thesaurus antiquitatum et historiarum Siliciae, quo contentur... Vol. 15 (Belgium::Publ. Petrus Vander Aa, University of Ghent, 1725), 89-90. Gravius as
remains himself, a site that "evidentissima vestigial habitononis gigantun" [bears evidence that giants inhabited the area] – the first at Xewkija and a second at "El Eejun" [il-Ghejjun: the natural water springs], a reference to Ggantija (Xaghra) that also denotes the presence of natural springs.

To strengthen his argument about giants inhabiting Gozo, Agius de Soldanis mentions the recovery of a huge canine and skeleton. Stories about giants abound among ancient Mediterranean cultures. However, rather than speaking about giants, this study intends to provide a historic basis to the Ogygia toponym from a multi-disciplinary perspective.

Discussion

From the Intangible Imaginary to Tangible Evidence

The discovery of Troy provided the imaginary Iliad with tangible historical evidence. Homer’s epics, being the oldest known Greek literary sources, are therefore not an imaginary. They are a record of early ancient Greek cultures and their contacts with the Mediterranean world. Greek sea-people were then sailing west to set up trading colonies in the central Mediterranean. In an age of exploration and discovery, maritime experiences were well-preserved as oral history and passed on to younger generations.

It is not excluded that some imaginary or enhancement to laud the perceived heroes, gods and other characters could have been added; but the historic basis and basics could not be changed so much as to distort or change the authenticity and the message behind the story. Therefore the name Calypso, based on Ulysses’s post-shipwreck experience on Ogygia, is authentic.
This study concluded that Calypso [Κα-λψψψ] was a Greek phonetic transliteration. Based on the root consonants l-b-s of the Maltese verb libes (to dress), Κα-λψψψ is a transliteration of the vocative case ha ilbsu (dress up!) which phonetically became ha il-ps-oo.40 Therefore the phrase by which Calypso ordered naked shipwrecked Ulysses to put on clothes, became a convenient nickname which Ulysses himself used to narrate about Calypso. Calypso, as named by Ulysses or the elderly folk from whom Homer must have heard the story, may have been then the chief priestess of the island community.

Archaeology and megalithic remains in the proximity of Calypso’s cave are evidence of an ancient thriving community and a centre of activity for the island’s community prior to the recorded history. The presence of the Neolithic and Bronze Age remains on high ground is unusually large on Gozo when compared to its size and probable population at that time. It is the toponym of a megalithic structure at Xagħra which gives most weight to the theory that the island of Ogygia is Gozo-Malta.41

From Giants to the "Giant": Toponym and Legend

The megalithic structure popularly termed as a "temple" is Ġgantija. Its function is connected with seasonal cycles and equinoxes.42 There are no surviving legends or memories which explain specifically the meaning of the toponym. Legend has it that Ġgantija was built by a giantess named Sansuna. She was so strong that while she carried the megaliths on her head from Ta’ Ċenċ43 to Xagħra, she ate broad beans and suckled her child. On the northern side of Xagħra, there is a huge stone propped at an angle called "Il-Ġebla ta’ Sansuna" [the Stone of Sansuna],44 assumed by some to be the remains of a Bronze Age dolmen.

40. The letter h in Maltese sounds like h in hot. It was also a voiceless glottal fricative in ancient Greek dialect.
41. The proximity of the two sites in Xagħra (a name that means "plateau" or "open land") is interesting. A walk from Calypso’s cave to Ġgantija covers a distance of only 2.5kms and can be covered in about 30 minutes. Such a walk must have been shorter in the days of the Odyssey as there were no built-up areas. During my explorations in Xagħra I discovered numerous megaliths and megalithic structures, mostly unrecorded and unprotected. Though most lie in rural areas, others were damaged, destroyed or removed to make way for regular urban development in the village.
43. Ta’ Ċenċ is a high plateau over the southwest cliffs of Gozo. It bears remains from the Neolithic and the Bronze Age such as early megalithic structures and dolmens. It is considered to have been the burial ground for Neolithic and Bronze Age village chiefs.
44. Translation: "The stone of Sansuna". Sansuna, is the female name for Samson in Maltese, a name which has died out in Malta and Gozo. The biblical Samson, pronounced "shemshun" in Hebrew, means "sun", "Sun Child" or "Bright Sun", which once again may indicate a connection to the seasonal cycles. This may even connect the Sansuna figure to the toponym of Xemxija that lies in the north of Malta. If the biblical name dates to around 1118-1078 BC, the use of a similar name across the Mediterranean in the same age is possible, and it may even connect to the woman in the Gozitan legend. Information about
The existence of "giants" on ancient Gozo-Malta could be termed as an imaginary, but legends and archaeological evidence of huge, strong, long-statured humans in the past cannot be denied by modern science and some still inhabit Gozo. Though the study excludes any discourse about genetics, it may inspire further scientific research on early Gozitan communities.

All in all, communities have lost memory of the ancient connections between the Ġgantija megalithic structure and the astronomical. The imposition of religious taboos on the astronomical led the locals to forget about ancient practices and links between the megalithic structure and the Giant in the sky. All this led to the birth of legends about a giantess in the distant past.

Giants in Greek Mythology

Greek mythology abounds with references to the existence of giants or people of huge stature. Among these was Orion, a hunter who supposedly walked on water. In this study the "Giant" being referred to is Orion, depicted in the constellation named after him by Greek mythology. This raises questions. Was it Greek mythology that created the Ġgantija toponym on Gozo-Malta? Or was it Greek epic poetry that was actually influenced by what navigators narrated after their journeys to Gozo-Malta in the 2nd millennium BC?

Doubts Created the Imaginary

Past scholars doubted on whether Ogygia [Ὠγψγίην] was "to be regarded as the name of Calypso’s island or as an epitheter." Hesiod and Callimachus used ὄγγυος [ogygian] as an adjective to evoke antiquity:

---


45. In my frequent visits to Gozo, I have met many Gozitans of a stature reaching well over the height of six feet (+1.88 metres). Tall and well-built persons are mostly observed in the villages of Qala and Nadur.

46. By "astronomical" the author means the division of time and seasons, not the astrological interpretation. Religions imposed their own festivals to mark time and seasons.


something prehistoric, ancient, primordial or from the beginning of time. The etymology of Ὠγύγιος [Ogygian, Ogýgios] was also said to mean primeval, primal, from the earliest ages or from the dawn of time. While Homer used Ogygia as a place name, he articulated the waters of Styx in Calypso’s expression to define something very ancient. Consequently Hesiod referred to the waters of Styx as something very ancient with the word ogygian.

The adjective ”ogygian” was therefore reminiscent of an ancient prehistoric place memorised through ancient Greek oral lore. Whatever was very old was ”most honorable” and demanded great respect. Later authors used the adjective with a similar meaning, yet ”ogygian” was also used to define things bulky and large and gigantic. This definition supported the author’s association of Ogygia to the Gozitan toponym Ḡantija [of the Giant]: still related to Malta’s oldest megalithic structure.


52. Liddell and Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, see entry for Ωγύγιος : A. Ogygian, of or from Ogyges, a mythical king of Attica: hence generally, ”primeval, primal,...from earliest ages [...] 2. gigantic [...]”.

53. Richard Jebb, (Ed.) The Philoctetes of Sophocles (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1898), line 142. Sophocles lived between c.497 and 405BC.

54. Murray, Homer - The Odyssey, Book V: line 185.

55. Evelyn White, Hugh G. (transl.), lines 805-806; see explanation and translations of Ὠγύγιον [ogygian], τοῖον ἄν ὀρκὸν ἔθεν τὸ Στυγὸς ἀρξάμην ἄρεον ἰδίον / Ὠγύγον, τὸ δ᾽ ἔτη καταστρωπέλου διὰ χόρου. Translated as ”Such an oath, then, did the gods appoint the eternal and primeval water of Styx to be: and it spouts through a rugged place.” See also: http://bit.ly/2cZC0e6, translation by Tyrrell on http://bit.ly/2dG5zEs.

56. Most, Hesiod – Theogony Works and Days Testimonia, 244-247.


59. Liddell and Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, see entry for Ωγύγιος : A. Ogygian, of or from Ogyges, [...]: 2. gigantic [...] ; Hirschig, Heliodorus Scriptor Eroticus, Erotici Scriptores, 10.25. Author’s note: A similar adjective is colossal which derived from the Colossus of Rhodes is subsequently used to determine something huge or even gigantic.
Origins of the Legend

The legend of Ogygia and its connection especially with Gaudos (Gozo, Malta) started less than three centuries after Homer, when Herodotus stated that Ogygia formed part of the Maltese archipelago.60 Followed by Euhemerus61, Callimachus62 and later authors as Diodorus Siculus63, the Ogygia-Gozo connection persisted through authors as the medieval Gozitan historian Agius De Soldanis64 and modern day academicians.65 Since Ogygia was no longer similar to what Odyssean age seafarers experienced, the content was deemed imaginary and therefore a legend.

Geographic Confusion

Eight centuries after Homer, Strabo placed Ogygia further west into the Atlantic Ocean. He criticized harshly Callimachus66 and Polybius67 for attributing Calypso’s Island to Gaudos (Gozo). Strabo perceived matters...
from the *Mare Internum* perspective of his time not from the ancient Greek perspective which considered the east Mediterranean basin as their sea. Strabo’s placement of the islands was heavily criticised by modern scholars. Homer stated that Ogygia was at the navel or centre point of the sea because in Odyssean and Homerian times it was between the Greek dominated sea (east Mediterranean) and the sea of Atlas (west Mediterranean).

Confusion of Toponyms

The positioning of Ogygia near either Italy or Crete resulted from the mid-first century BC following Strabo. Mela recorded Gaudos (Għawdex) as Gaulos. Pliny complicated matters when he referred to Cauda (Crete) as Gaudos and misled later authors. Ptolemy called Gozo as Glauconis Insula. Attempts to transliterate placenames into classical Greek or Latin generated misunderstandings between the Cretan Gavdos and the Gaudos attributed to Gozo. Chaos continued with the mediaeval Venetians who referred to the Cretan Gavdos as Godzo. Through these inconsistencies many authors were misled.

68. Strabo lived between c.64BC and 23AD. The *Mare Internum* comprising the east and west Mediterranean was the Roman Mare Nostrum.


73. Frank E. Romer (Ed.), *Pomponius Mela’s Description of the World* (U.S.A.: The University of Michigan Press, 2001), book 2: 120 (vide page 101); see also Map reconstruction on Konrad Miller, "Orbis habitabilis ad mentem Pomponii Melae". *Mappaemundi*, Heft VI. "Rekonstruierte Karten", Tafel 7, (1898). Mela’s work was dated to around 43BC.

74. KJBV, Acts 27:16. Pliny lived between 23 and 79AD.

75. Carolus Fridericus Augustus Nobbe, edit., *Claudii Ptolemaei Geographia* (Lipsiae: Caroli Tauchnitzii, 1843), lib. IV, Cap. 3.4: 246 (line 13). Ptolemy lived between c.100 and 170AD.


77. MacBean and Johnson, *A Dictionary of Ancient Geography: Explaining the Local Appellations in Sacred, Grecian, and Roman History..., see entries for "Gaudos" and "Gaulos". http://bit.ly/2dnsFLg. In Vella, *How Għawdex (Gozo) and Malta got their name*, the author explains how Gaudos was the real appellation for Għawdex (Gozo) and how it came about and why, which makes it totally different from the Gavdos of Crete which the mediaeval Venetians later called Godso.
A fundamental reason for uncertainty among authors\textsuperscript{78} arose from a lack of knowledge of both Maltese language and toponymy. The exclusion of these two prevented them from reaching similar conclusions where both etymology and meaning of Ogygia are still preserved in the "Ġgantija" toponym. The definition of ᾨγύγιος (of ogigian) as gigantic\textsuperscript{79} sustained the Odyssean transliteration of Ġgantija [of the Giant] into Ogygia.

Since the conclusion was reached by this research, similar conclusions were absent from previous studies. The author relied on a multidisciplinary approach of toponymy, language, archaeology and history. Another omission of previous scholars was the change in sea-level between the Odyssean age (2\textsuperscript{nd} millennium BC) and the 8\textsuperscript{th} century BC when Homer recorded oral history. To strengthen the argument that Ogygia was Calypso’s Island or the ancient Gozo-Malta Island, reliance went further than tradition, legend and local lore.\textsuperscript{80}

The Toponym and Language

In Maltese, the word Ġgantija is the genitive or possessive form of "Ġgant" (giant) and is translated fluidly into "of the Giant", "that pertaining to the Giant", "the Giant’s own" or "belonging to the Giant". This meaning leads to the astronomical connection evident in the Ġgantija structure which points to the Orion constellation. Greek mythology shares the myth that Orion was a giant. We may easily assume therefore that Homer or other oral narrators were influenced by Ulysses’s Gozitan experience, and Homer’s Ogygia was a literal translation of "Ġgantija".

If Calypso or the Odyssean Gozitano-Maltese indicated that the megalithic structure was connected to the rising of the "Giant" Orion over the horizon,\textsuperscript{81} they or Calypso herself said it in their own language and vocabulary. Homer, Ulysses or whoever actually travelled to Gozo-Malta used oral methods to report what they saw. Odyssey in ancient Greek must be a literal translation of the toponym as indicated and interpreted by the islanders themselves. In doing so, the toponym Ġgantija – "belonging to the Giant" – was literally preserved unaltered, but disconnected from the memory of the name by which the island was called in antiquity.\textsuperscript{82} On the other hand, it was Homer who translated it in their terms, or else it was

\textsuperscript{78} Chantraine, Dictionnaire etymologique de la langue grecque – Histoire des mots, 1297-1298; Heubeck, West and Hainsworth, A Commentary on Homer’s Odyssey, vol. I, 85-86.
\textsuperscript{79} Liddell and Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, see entry for ᾨγύγιος; and, Hirschig, Heliodorus Scriptor Eroticus, Erotici Scriptorum, 10.25.
\textsuperscript{80} Farrugia, (trans.) Giovanni Pietro Francesco Agius de Soldanis, Għawdex bil-Ġrajja tiegħu, 14-15.
\textsuperscript{81} John Vella, Malta and Prehistoric Times, 1995.
\textsuperscript{82} During medieval times many Gozitan communities, especially the young and the strong, children, men and women, ended up abducted and taken into slavery by raiding Ottoman fleets. This could have certainly negatively impacted on the oral transmission of knowledge from one generation to another.
narrated to Homer in this way. The original name eventually changed linguistically or dialectically into Ωγυγία, which is derived from ο γιγα or o γιγα which translates into “the giant”. This could be the way Homer or the oral narrators he recorded described Gozo-Malta in his days. The Giant or στη νήσο o γιγα – the Island of the Giant (Orion) – became Ogygia. The present writer searched for similar practices among Mediterranean people who regarded the Orion constellation of importance in their culture. The most commonly known cultures are those of the Eastern Mediterranean which, thanks to the Bible, became known worldwide.

The Toponym and the Bible

In Biblical texts, the Giant constellation is mentioned by name at least three times: twice in Job and once in Amos. The Book of Amos, written between 760-753 BC, coincides with the writing of the Homeric epics. The Book of Job, dated between 1280-1270 BC, claimed to be older than any other Biblical book, narrates events concurrent with the Odysseian events. More than an imaginary narrative, both Biblical texts and Homeric epics qualify as precursors of historiography or public memory records, preserving oral traditions transmitted over at least four centuries. Within them, the transmission of names and toponyms is rarely subjected to change, even though characters and places may be enhanced by the imaginary. Eventually the recording of place-names like Ogygia, the ancient island of Gozo-Malta, may even lead us to think about other toponyms on the Maltese islands and elsewhere.

Pictography and Astronomy

Nineteenth century etchings, drawings and lithographs of the Ġgantija megalithic structure did not provide information on the toponyms, except by calling it Torre dei Giganti or Tour des Geants on Calypso’s Island (Figures 1-4). While art could only provide the visual, more information on the connection of Ġgantija with the astronomical cycles could only come through other sources. As people observed and became aware of celestial movements, they constructed permanent markers to record their cycles. Proof of the importance of Orion’s movements comes through in Job’s text, and proof that Ġgantija was named after the Giant’s

83. KJBV, Job 9: 9 and 38: 31; and KJBV, Amos 5: 8.
constellation\textsuperscript{86} comes through in the Maltese version of the Bible which refers to Orion as "il-Ġgant".\textsuperscript{87}

\textbf{Figure 1.} View of the Temple of Giants on the Island of Calypso, Gozo, from a Distance  

\textbf{Figure 2.} View of One of the Altars inside the Temple in 1827  

\textsuperscript{86} Vella, Malta and Prehistoric Times, 59; with reference to KJBV, Job, 38:31-33.  
\textsuperscript{87} Vella, John, Malta and Prehistoric Times, 87; KJBV, Job, 38: 31-32.
Confirmation of Homer’s knowledge of astronomy emerges in studies and interpretations of the *Odyssey*. Orion’s constellation features among the night-sky signs regarded with importance by early skilled navigators. Some authors maintain that Homer’s description of Calypso’s cave, her loom, her weaving and the four rivulets are figures of speech intended to describe astronomical signs visible in the night sky. Yet the literal is still

visible in the environs of Calypso’s Cave (Figure 5), namely, Xagħra’s natural springs.\textsuperscript{91} Even if the literal is excluded, except for the astronomical observation, the cave environs were placed in a location high enough to obtain full unobstructed visibility of the night-sky.

![Figure 5. Calypso’s Cave, Xagħra, Gozo](image)

**Figure 5.** Calypso’s Cave, Xagħra, Gozo  

Homer’s epic narrative is proof of Calypso’s extraordinary knowledge of astronomy. She instructed Ulysses on how to navigate and find directions on his voyage back home.\textsuperscript{92} She gave "advice on how to use the Pleiades, Boötes, the Bear and Orion to navigate his craft.\textsuperscript{93}" Calypso instructed Ulysses to keep an eye on Orion.\textsuperscript{94} This helped Ulysses or the oral narrators to further connect the Giant constellation to the island, and hence the "Ogygia" toponym. Ulysses sailed eastwards when he departed from Ogygia,\textsuperscript{95} on a route which Mediterranean navigators have taken since at least classical antiquity.

We may therefore conclude that the ancient island of Gozo-Malta was known as "Il-Gżira tal-Ġgant" or "The Island of the Giant (Orion)", documented in Homer’s Ogygia and memorised in the Ġgantija toponym. The toponym and its connection to the astronomical figure were lost due to

\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{91} Referred to earlier as El Eeijun [il-Għejjun] by Gravius, *Thesaurus antiquitatum et historiarum Silicieae, quo contentur...* vol. 15, 89-90, with reference to Abela, *Della Descrittione di Malta Isola nel Mare Siciliano con le sue antichita, ed altre notitie...* The Maltese word 'ghajn‘ means a natural fresh-water spring and "għejjun" is the plural form.\textsuperscript{92} Wood and Wood, *Homer’s Secret Odyssey*, 34, 87-88.\textsuperscript{93} Murray, *Homer - The Odyssey*, book V: lines 269-277; Wood and Wood, *Homer’s Secret Odyssey*, 34.\textsuperscript{94} Wood and Wood, *Homer’s Secret Odyssey*, 90-92.\textsuperscript{95} Frank Beetham, *Beginning Greek with Homer* (U.S.A.: Publ. Bloomsbury Academic, University of Michigan, 1998), iii.}
various natural, man-made and exclusionary factors imposed by time and history itself. Among others, we may attribute the loss to a consequence of forgetfulness or the diminishing dependence on astronomy when it came to farming and navigation. This may also have been due to religious taboos concerning popular reliance on astronomy.

**Conclusion**

Earlier researchers maintained that Homer’s works, his vocabulary and "even fictional texts can preserve traces of history." Eventually the evidence cited above provides sufficient proof which transforms the *Odyssey* from a fictional into a real account of historical events. At the same time, it qualifies Homer not only as an epic poet but as a pioneer historian and recorder of Mediterranean oral history.

The conclusions that have emerged from this study are that Homer’s *Ogygia* is not an imaginary but a reference to and a record of ancient Gozo-Malta. The Ġgantija toponym is witness to an ancient history when Gozo more than the rest of the Ogygian island was known for its connection with the Giant’s (Orion’s) seasonal cycles and astronomical observation. Calypso is representative of the community, their practices and their crafts on the then Gozo-Malta island. The description of the landscape increases our knowledge of the natural environment on the island during the Odysseian age.

Furthermore, the study is proof that toponymy can be used for linguistic and scientific research. It inspires further research into a history which was either unrecorded or deliberately obliterated. If supported by the analysis of toponyms and related evidence from other disciplines (even though they may contain elements of the imaginary), epic poetry and legend, commonly perceived as fictional or imaginary in nature, become narratives which gain credibility as records of historic events and figures.

Toponyms in legends and in epic poetry may, in the absence of written historical records, serve as a mnemonic of events which actually happened long ago and which human memory may have forgotten about. Toponymy and other elements traced in legends and epic poetry may provide scientific evidence which can lead to a revisiting of historiography. A trans-disciplinary approach to the study of history bears better results than a mono-disciplinary approach.

The conclusions that have been reached open a wider discourse on toponyms attributed to ancient sites, in particular on the Maltese islands. They encourage further studies into whether toponyms given to megalithic and other sites reveal more of an unrecorded history than archaeologists and historiographers themselves. This paper demonstrates that historiography

---

96. Altschuler et al. "Linguistic evidence supports date for Homeric epics", 419.
demands a multi-disciplinary approach if it aims to provide a more authentic record of remote historical events.
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